where t varies in a closed real interval I, x is a real continuous n-vector, and A(x,-|:) is a real n X n matrix whose elements are continuous functions of t (for t e I) and of the components Xp..,,x of x (for x, e (-00,00) , k = l,...,n),
A solution of (1) on I will be said to be nonoscillatory on this interval if at least one of its components does not vanish on I. While for a linear system (1) there always exists, for a given t , a value t^ e (t ,00) such that all the solutions of the system are nonoscillatory in [t , t,] [1] , this is in general not the case if the system is nonlinear. An elementary example which exhibits this type of behavior is the system x, ! = x^, x 2 ! = -X-. , which possesses solutions with arbitrarily small intervals of nonoscillation. In the nonlinear case it is therefore necessary to speak of the nonoscillation of specific solutions or, at best, of certain classes of solutions. We shall characterize an individual solution by its initial value at the left endpoint 2.
of the interval I. However, in order to formulate a meaningful criterion for the nonoscillation of such a solution it is also necessary to establish the existence of this solution throughout the interval I. The condition given in Theorem I guarantees both existence and nonoscillation. Theorem II gives a weaker condition which, though not sufficient for nonoscillation, still assures the existence in I of a solution with specified initial values and, moreover, yields an estimate for the norm of the solution vector.
We denote by ||B|| the operator norm of the matrix B, i.e. ||B|| = max ||BCX|| _, where ||cc|| = 1 and ||a|j is the euclidean norm a of the vector a. For the matrix A(x,t) we define the norms
Hx||<Cf
which depend on a positive number a. While it may be difficult to compute N for a given A(x,t), it is generally very easy to find an upper bound for it, i.e., a function R(cr,t) which increases with a(cr > 0) and is such that (3) l|A(x,t)|| < R(||x||,t).
We shall accordingly formulate our results in terms of such a bound R(cr,t) rather than the norm (2) ; the best possible result will correspond to the choice R(cr,t) = N [A(x,t)].
For the existence proof in Theorem II we shall use the Denote by r the solution of the ordinary differential equation By (1) and (3), we have xx' = xA(x,t)xi ||x|| 2 ||A(x,t)|| £ !|x1| 2 R(||xLt).
Setting ||x|| = cy and noting that xx' = ao* , we obtain jR(a,t)dt £ jR(T,t)dt = log JlH" < | , a a where the last inequality follows from (6). By (3), and because of ||xl| <^ T 9 the solution x of (1) is thus subject to condition (10)• Since this was shown to imply to nonoscillation of x on [a,b], the main assertion of Theorem I is proved.
As mentioned before, (6) reduces to (7) if the system is linear. Since (7) is the best possible condition of its kind [1] , this establishes the assertion regarding the sharpness of condition (6).
7.
3. We illustrate the use of Theorem I by two examples. Our first example concerns the n-th order differential equation To illustrate the last statement in a specific instance, we consider the equation (14) x" + p(t)F(x,x') + x = O, 8. Turning now to the proof of Theorem II, we remark that it is easy to obtain the estimate (17) for a solution of (1) 
